We characterise the difficulty of computing topological entropy of one-dimensional subshifts under various dynamical restrictions. Entropy is known to be computable from above for general one-dimensional subshifts, and the aim of the article is to distinguish under which dynamical properties it becomes computable. The considered properties are minimality, unique ergodicity, and various forms of topological mixing. In each case, we are also able to characterise by computability conditions the set of reals that can appear as topological entropy.
Introduction
Topological entropy is a real parameterwidely used in the study of dynamical systems as a conjugacy invariant and a measure of its dynamical complexity. The problem of effectively computing topological entropy -that is to say, given a description of a dynamical system and ǫ > 0, can we compute its topological entropy with a maximum error of ǫ? -has been considered for many systems. These efforts, leading to positive as well as negative answers, have been documented by Milnor in 2002 [9] .
Some of these answers are: entropy is not computable in general for cellular automata [5] , Turing machines [1] , iterated piecewise affine maps [7] , smooth mappings in dimension ≥ 2 and smooth diffeomorphisms in dimension ≥ 3 [11] . . . However, entropy is computable in the class of one-tape Turing machines [6] and piecewise monotonic maps of the interval in some circumstances [10] . More examples can be found in [9] .
This question has been studied in subshifts as well. In subshifts of finite type (SFT) in dimension 1, entropy is known to be computable through a simple method based on computing the largest eigenvalue of a graph associated with the subshift [8] . On the other hand, entropy of two-dimensional SFT is not computable in general [4] , but it becomes computable under some mixing properties [12] . For a one-dimensional subshift that is not of finite type, but that can be described by an algorithm in some sense (decidable subshifts), the entropy is again uncomputable [16] .
These uncomputability results can be made more precise by using the arithmetical hierarchy [17] , which establishes a difficulty distinction between classes of uncomputable problems: for 2D SFT as well as 1D decidable subshifts, the entropy is Π 1 -computable (this notion is also known as computable from above or right-recursively enumerable) and this bound cannot be lowered (Π 1 -complete problem).
A related problem is to characterise the class of real numbers that can appear as entropies of the studied systems. For 1D SFT, this set is characterised by an algebraic condition: namely, it is exactly the logarithms of Perron numbers [8] . For 2D SFT and 1D decidable subshifts, in contrast, the set is characterised by a computability conditions: all real numbers that are Π 1 -computable (i.e. computable from above) [4, 3] . Since the latter set contains reals that cannot be computed up to any precision, this result implies that the entropy is uncomputable.
In this article, we consider the effect of various dynamical restrictions of the difficulty of computing entropy and on the set of possible entropies for 1D decidable subshifts. When the subshifts are assumed to be minimal and/or uniquely ergodic, we show by adapting an existing result [2] that this difficulty remains unchanged. Using an original method, we prove that this is the case as well when the subshifts are assumed to be linearly mixing. In these two cases, we further shows that the set of possible entropies is, again, the set of Π 1 -computable real numbers. However, the entropy becomes computable when the rate of mixing is strenghtened, namely, if subshifts are assumed to be O n log 1+ε (n) -mixing for any ε > 0. This shows the existence of a "difficulty jump" depending on the rate of topological mixing.
These past and new results are summed up in the following Table 1 : (First line) Computational difficulty of computing the entropy; (Second line) Set of possible entropies. "Π 1 reals" stands for the set of Π 1 -computable reals; "exptime" stands for the set of reals such that any ε-approximation can be computed in time at most 2
; † symbols indicate the contribution of the present article.
Our proofs consist in two steps. First, by providing an explicit algorithm, we provide an upper bound on the difficulty of computing the entropy, i.e. that cannot be higher than a certain class in the arithmetic hierarchy. Then, to provide a corresponding lower bound (when appropriate), we show that the entropy can take as value a real number that is not easily approximable.
Formally, our two new results are the following: Theorem 1 (Proposition 1 and Proposition 3). There exists no algorithm that computes the entropy of minimal, resp. uniquely ergodic, decidable subshifts. Furthermore possible entropies for these subshifts are exactly the Π 1 -computable numbers.
Theorem 2 (Proposition 6 and Proposition 7). There exists no algorithm that computes the entropy of decidable O(n)-topologically mixing subshifts, and possible entropies for these subshifts are the Π 1 -computable numbers.
However, for any α > 0, there exists an algorithm that computes the entropy of decidable O n log 1+α -topologically mixing decidable subshifts.
Definitions

Subshifts
Let A be a finite alphabet. Denote A * = n A n the set of finite words on A, and the full shift A Z . For a finite word u ∈ A n , its length is denoted |u| = n. The shift action σ :
For a finite word u and a position i ∈ Z, define the cylinder
The language L(Σ) of a the subshift is defined as follows :
Notice that since Σ is σ-invariant, the choice of the position 0 in the definition is indifferent.
Equivalently, a subshift can be defined by a set of forbidden words F Σ , in the sense that:
For example, one can choose F Σ = L(Σ) c , but this choice is not unique. This let us define the subshifts of finite type, which are the subshifts which forbidden words set can be taken finite.
Entropy
Let Σ ⊂ A Z be a subshift. We can think of (Σ, σ) as a dynamical system; the usual definition of entropy can be simplified for this particular case. For any n ∈ N, define N n (Σ) = #L n (Σ). Then the (topological) entropy of Σ (with respect to the action of σ) can be defined as:
The limit always exists because of the submultiplicativity of the sequence (N n (Σ)) n , that is,
Topological entropy is a measure of the dynamical complexity of a dynamical system, and the difficulty to predict its future behaviour. It is also a conjugacy invariant,
Dynamical properties
We introduce various dynamical properties of subshifts. A subshift Σ is said to be:
minimal if there exists no subshift Σ ′ ⊂ Σ except ∅ and Σ itself;
uniquely ergodic if it admits a unique σ-invariant probability measure (that is, a probability measure µ on Σ such that for any borelian
And for a function f : N → N we will say that the subshift is f -topologically mixing , or f -mixing for short, if:
For a sequence (u n ) n of positive real numbers, we say that
In particular Σ is:
finitely mixing if it is O(1)-mixing.
Computability
In order to define a notion of computability on such objects as subshifts or real numbers, we first choose a model of computation to formalize the concept of algorithm: Turing machines. Turing machines can be seen as a head with an internal state and biinfinite tape containing symbols, with the head able to move, read and write on the tape and change its internal state depending on what it reads. The input corresponds to the initial content of the tape, and the output to the contents of the tape once the machine enters a special internal state called halting state and stops computing. A formal definition of Turing machines can be found in [14] .
Intuitively, an object is computable (or effective, or decidable) if it can be described by a Turing machine in a certain sense. We provide formal definition for subshifts and real numbers, as needed in this article.
Subshifts: Let A be an alphabet. We say a langage L ⊂ A * is decidable if there exists a Turing machine M L that, given as input a finite word u ∈ A * , eventually stops and returns δ u∈L (1 if u ∈ L, 0 otherwise). From this notion we define:
• A decidable subshift is a subshift which language is decidable;
• An effective subshift is a subshift defined by a decidable set of forbidden patterns.
c is decidable) but the other inclusion does not hold.
Real numbers: A function f : N → Q is said to be computable if there exists a Turing machine that, taking as input the binary representation of n ∈ N, eventually stops and returns f (n) (given as two integers in binary). A real number α is computable if there exists a computable function f : N → Q such that:
It is Π 1 -computable (or computable from above, or right-recursively enumerable), denoted α ∈ Π 1 , if there exists a computable function f : N → Q such that:
In both of those definitions we can assume that f is non-increasing without loss of generality by taking f ′ (n) = inf k≤n f (k). Computable numbers are in particular Π 1 -computable and the inclusion is strict: there exists Π 1 -computable real numbers that is not computable : consider for instance the number +∞ k=0 ǫ k 2 −k , with ǫ k = 0 if the kth Turing machine stops, else ǫ k = 1. The class of Π 1 -computable real numbers is the lowest level of the arithmetical hierarchy of real numbers.
Computing the entropy of effective and decidable subshifts
In this section, we bound from above the algorithmic difficulty of computing the entropy of a decidable subshift, given a description of it as input. However an algorithm (a Turing machine) accepts only a finite amount of information as input, and a subshift does not have in general a convenient finite description. When the subshift is effective, however, we can use the algorithm that decides a set of forbidden patterns as a finite description. Similarly, for a decidable subshift, the algorithm that decides its language is a convenient description as well, and it is actually indifferent which description we chose in this case.
Proposition 1.
There exists an algorithm that approximates the entropy of effective subshifts from above; more precisely, this algorithm takes as input an algorithm Alg : A * → {0, 1} deciding a set F and an integer n, and it returns a rational number
In particular, the entropy of an effective subshift must be a Π 1 -computable real number.
Proof. Let F n = F ∩ A n . The entropy is given by the following equation:
The first equality comes directely from the definition. The second equality comes from the fact that, on one hand, Σ F ⊂ Σ Fn and therefore
by compacity. Now we show that there is an algorithm that, taking n and Alg as input, eventually stops and returns pn qn where q n = n and p n = ⌈log(N n (Σ Fn )))⌉ ± 1. First, this algorithm runs Alg on all words of length n and computes F n . Then, since Σ Fn is a SFT, it computes through standard techniques words in L m (Σ Fn ), and the value of N n (Σ Fn ). Last, it computes an integer approximation of log(N n (Σ Fn )) with an error at most 1 by using the Taylor decomposition of log.
Since h(Σ) = inf n log(Nn(ΣF n ))) n = inf n pn qn , this algorithm computes the value of h(Σ) from above as requested.
This result is tight in the following sense: Proposition 2. Let α be a Π 1 -computable number. Then there exists a decidable (and therefore effective) subshift Σ such that h top (Σ) = α. In particular, it follows that there cannot exist an algorithm that computes the entropy of effective subshifts, i.e. an algorithm that takes as input an algorithm Alg : A * → {0, 1} and an integer n and returns a rational number
where F is the set decided by Alg.
Indeed, if such an algorithm existed, entropies of effective subshifts would always be computable real numbers, which is in contradiction with the previous proposition.
We do not provide a proof of this last Proposition as it follows from a further result (Proposition 3). These results describe completely the algorithmic difficulty of computing the entropy of effective (or decidable) subshifts, and characterise the possible values that the entropy can take. In the following sections, we provide similar results when the subshifts are subjects to various dynamical restrictions.
Computing the entropy of minimal and uniquely ergodic subshifts
In this section, we prove that entropy is as difficult to compute for decidable minimal and/or uniquely ergodic subshifts as in the general case. By Proposition 1, we know that computing the entropy of a decidable minimal and/or uniquely ergodic subshift is at most a Π 1 -computable problem. We now prove the reciprocal, from which Proposition 2 follows.
Proposition 3. Let α ≥ 0 be a Π 1 -computable real. There exists a decidable minimal and uniquely ergodic subshift Σ such that h top (Σ) = α.
The proof of this proposition is an adaptation of the proof of Grillenberger in [2] . We omit some technical details that are unmodified from the original proof.
Proof. First we define by induction two auxiliary sequences of functions used in the construction.
From op.cit. we know that (λ j ) is a decreasing sequence that converges pointwise to a function λ such that λ(k) > 0 for k ≥ 3, and such that lim k (log(k) − λ(k)) = 1. Now let α ≥ 0 be a Π 1 -computable real number, and (α i ) i≥1 a decreasing computable sequence of rational numbers that converges towards α. Take A = {0, . . . , 3 n − 1}. We construct a subshift by building an increasing sequence of finite languages (in the inclusion sense) as follows.
∞. Now we define by induction a family (D j ) j≥1 of sets of patterns:
where the choice of the subset D j in the last step is described below. First notice that for j < j 0 , D j contains e mj (3 n )λj (3 n ) patterns of the same length m j . For j ≥ j 0 , the choice of D j must respect the two following constraints:
2. D j must contain three elements L j , R j and T j such that:
• L j is the smallest left-extension of L j−1 in lexicographic order;
• R j is the smallest right-extension of R j−1 ;
• T j is the smallest extension of L j−1 R j−1 .
Condition 1 is coherent with Equation (1) since D j is chosen from a set containing D j−1 ! elements, and:
Furthermore, since m j (3 n )α j (3 n ) + 2 ≥ 3, Conditions 1 and 2 are not in contradiction. From this process we define a subshift Σ by forbidding the patterns that appear in none of the (T j ) j∈N .
Σ has decidable language : We first prove that there exists an algorithm that takes as input an integer j ∈ N and that returns a enumeration of all words of D j (strictly speaking, one possible choice for D j ), starting with L j , R j and T j . If j = 1, the algorithm simply enumerates A. Otherwise, it calls itself recursively on j − 1 and computes all words of the set {Q σ(1) . . . Q σ(|Dj−1|) | σ permutation of D j−1 }. If j < j 0 , this is the output; otherwise, it searches exhaustively in that set for the smallest extensions of L j−1 , R j−1 and T j−1 as per Condition 2 and outputs them, then computes the value of m j (3 n )α j and outputs the smallest remaining elements of the set until Condition 1 is satisfied. Now notice that for all m ≥ 1, if we take j the smallest integer such that m j (3 n ) ≥ m, a word belongs to L m (Σ) if and only if it is a concatenation of:
• a suffix of length m − k of a word in D j , and
• a prefix of length k of a word in D j (possibly the same).
for some k between 0 and m. Now define the algorithm that, taking as input a word w of length m, computes values of m j (3 n ) until it finds a j such that m j (3 n ) ≥ m. It then calls the algorithm defined above on input j and gets an enumeration of D j . Finally, it checks if w can be written as a concatenation in the way we just defined, and outputs 0 or 1 as appropriate. Therefore the language of Σ is decidable.
The proof that Σ is minimal, uniquely ergodic and has topological entropy α can be found in [2] .
Therefore it is just as hard to compute entropy for a minimal and/or uniquely ergodic decidable subshift than in the general case, and the set of possible entropies is the same.
Computing the entropy of topologically mixing subshifts
Using the same approach, we now consider subshifts with topological mixing properties. Again Proposition 1 applies, meaning that there is algorithm that computes the entropy of any effective subshift from above. For the class of O(n)-topologically mixing subshifts, we prove that all Π 1 -computable numbers are, again, realisable as entropies, and therefore there is no algorithm that computes the entropy of these subshifts. However, if one strenghten the hypothesis to O n log 1+ε (n) -topologically mixing subshifts for any ε > 0, then there is an algorithm that computes the entropy of these subshifts.
Definition 3 (Frequency subshift). Let p = (p n ) n∈N be a sequence of integers. The subshift
Z is defined by the following set of forbidden words:
Notice that if p n ≤ p n−1 , then the set F p n−1 can be removed from the definition without affecting Σ p ; in particular, we can assume p n − p n−1 = 0 without loss of generality. Conversely, if p n > p n−1 , then F p n can be removed from the definition without affecting Σ p , and we can assume p n − p n−1 = 1 without loss of generality.
Example 4. The frequency subshift defined by the sequence (p n ) = (1, 1, 2, 3, 4 , ...) is the Golden mean subshift (the SFT defined by the set of forbidden words F = {11}). The entropy of this subshift is given by log ϕ, where ϕ =
is the golden mean. Equivalently, this subshift can be defined by the sequence (1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3, 4, 4, . ..). This shows that different sequences of integers can correspond to the same frequency subshift, even when p n − p n−1 ∈ {0, 1} for all n.
For n ∈ N, define Σ n the frequency subshift associated to the sequence p defined as follows:
• if the n-th Turing machine working on an empty input stopped before doing k steps, then
If the n-th Turing machine never stops on the empty input, then p n = n for all n and Σ n = {0, 1} Z the full shift, with entropy log 2. On the other hand, if the n-th Turing machine stops in k steps, then p n is ultimately constant and Σ n is a sofic subshift with entropy zero. Since these subshifts are decidable (see Proposition 4), this is an alternative proof by reduction to the halting problem that the entropy of decidable subshifts is uncomputable.
Proposition 4.
1. If p is nondecreasing and inf n pn n > 0, then Σ p is linearly mixing. 2. If p is nondecreasing and computable, then Σ p is decidable.
Proof. (Proof of 1.) Let us denote α = inf n pn n . Since p is nondecreasing, adding zeroes at the end or beginning of a word of L(Σ) cannot create a forbidden pattern. Take u, v ∈ L(Σ p ). We prove that the word
, which proves that Σ p is linearly mixing.
First we prove that w does not contain any forbidden pattern. For some w ′ ⊏ w, we distinguish three cases:
′ is a prefix of v and k ′ ≤ k: symmetrical to the previous case.
•
′ is a prefix of v: w ′ contains less than p |u ′ | + p |v ′ | symbols 1, and:
To conclude, we can always add zeroes to w without creating a forbidden pattern, so 0 ∞ w0 ∞ ∈ Σ p and w ∈ L(Σ p ).
(Proof of 2.) The same argument shows that the language of this subshift is decidable: a word u belongs to the language of Σ if, and only if, it contains a forbidden word (and forbidden words of length at most |u| are in finite number).
We extend the previous definition to a finite sequence p = (p n ) n≤N by defining tacitly p n = p n−1 + 1 for n > N .
Proof. Let f N : A * → A * be the function defined as follows. For
Since f N only turns ones into zeroes, we have obviously f N (w) ∈ L k (Σ). We only have to check that for any 1 ≤ i ≤ |w|,
We distinguish two cases:
2. otherwise, we have in particular
Since there is N possible choices for each i n , f N is at most
and the result follows.
We now prove the announced results: Proposition 6. Let α be a Π 1 -computable real number. Then there exists a decidable O(n)-topologically mixing subshift Σ such that h top (Σ) = α.
Proof. Let α ∈ R be a Π 0 1 -computable real. We now define our algorithm that, given n, outputs the n first elements of p.
• If n = 1, then p 1 = 1.
• If n > 1, call recursively the algorithm on n − 1 to obtain the value of p 1 , . . . , p n−1 and compute the value of α n . Now check whether the entropy of the subshift associated with p 1 , . . . , p n−1 , p n−1 is larger than α n . If it is, return p n = p n−1 ; otherwise, return p n = p n−1 + 1.
Denote P n = (p i ) i≤n and h n = h top (Σ Pn ). The sequence (h n ) n is decreasing and admits a limit h ∞ . By construction, for any n, h n ≥ α n ≥ α so h ∞ ≥ α. Assume h ∞ > α and fix N large enough that h ∞ − α n ≥ log n n for all n ≥ N . In particular h n − α n ≥ log n n for all n ≥ N . By the previous proposition, this implies that at each time n ≥ N , the algorithm should choose p n+1 = p n by construction. But this would imply that h ∞ = 0, a contradiction.
Furthermore, since Σ p ⊂ Σ Pn for every n, we have h top (Σ p ) ≤ h n . Since entropy is upper semi-continuous, it follows that h top (Σ p ) = h ∞ = α.
To conclude, we show that inf n pn n > 0. Through the Stirling formula, we have inf n log Nn n
is the so-called binary entropy (this is a standard argument found e.g. in [13] ). Therefore h top (Σ) ≤ inf H( pn n ), so that if inf n pn n = 0, we would have in particular h top (Σ) which is a contradiction.
Therefore once again there cannot exist an algorithm that computes the entropy of all subshifts in those classes. On the other hand, strengthening the hypothesis yields such an algorithm: Proposition 7. Let Σ be a decidable f -topologically mixing subshift, where f is such that
converges with a computable speed. In other words, assume f is such that there exists an algorithm which taking as input a natural number t, outputs an integer n(t) such that
Then the entropy of Σ is computable.
Proof. By topological mixing, for any two words u, v ∈ L n (Σ), there exists a word w ∈ A f (2n)
. Therefore:
Since the sequence (N n ) n is increasing and by submultiplicativity, we have
Using that N k ≤ 2 k for every k, and denoting h n = log(N n )/n,
Since the previous statement is true from any n, we apply it inductively. Using the fact that h n → h top (Σ),
Since (h 2 n ) converges towards h top (Σ) from above, we have |h top (Σ) − h 2 n | ≤ log(2) k≥n f (2 k ) 2 k+1 . By hypothesis, we can extract a subsequence t → n(t) such that |h top (Σ) − h 2 n(t) | ≤ 2 −t−1 .
Finally, using again the Taylor decomposition of the logarithm function, for all t we can compute r t rational such that |r t − h 2 n(t) | ≤ 2 −t−1 , which means that |r t − h| ≤ 2 −t . The algorithm to compute r t given t is as follows: first compute n(t), then count all words of length 2 n(t) in L(Σ) (Σ being decidable), compute N 2 n(t) , and then compute a 2 −t−1 -approximation of h 2 n(t) .
We conclude that the entropy h top (Σ) is computable.
Corollary 5. For any ε > 0, there exists an algorithm that computes the entropy of O(n/(log(n)) 1+ǫ )-topologically mixing subshifts. In particular, the entropy of any subshift of this class is a computable real number.
Proof. Let ε > 0 and f : N → N be a O(n/(log(n)) 1+ǫ ) function. We assume without loss of generality that ε is rational, by taking it smaller if necessary. We prove that the convergence speed of the series k f (2 k ) 2 k = k 1 k 1+ǫ is computable. We have:
∀n ≥ 2,
For t ≥ 0, we can choose n(t) = ⌈((2 t /ǫ) 1/ǫ ) + 1⌉, which is computable from t.
Conclusion
Our main result is the proof of a gap in the difficulty of computing entropy of decidable subshifts between different rates of topological mixing, namely, linear mixing and "sublinear enough" mixing. However, some questions are left open:
• The case of O n log n -mixing decidable subshifts, for example, lies is the middle of the gap and is still undecided.
• We do not have a complete characterisation of real numbers that can be reached as entropies of O n log 1+ε (n) -mixing subshifts (or lower). We conjecture that all computable real numbers can be reached in this way.
• We could not prove that the entropy of effective -not decidable -subshifts is still uncomputable even with a strong mixing rate. For example we do not have an example of such a subshift whose entropy has an uncomputable value.
• We do not understand the effect of transitivity -a weaker property than topological mixing -on the difficulty of computing entropy. As an example, does there exist a O(1)-transitive decidable subshift with uncomputable entropy?
• Finally, the case of two-dimensional decidable or effective subshifts remains open.
